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Stochastic Characterizations of EOL Languages 
TAKASHI YOKOMORI 
Department of Management and Informatics, Sanno College 
A stochastic aspect is introduced into 0L systems, and the notion of a stochastic 
0L system is proposed. It is shown that the class of c-ambiguous stochastic 0L 
languages is equal to the class of E0L languages. This gives a new characterization 
of E0L languages. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since L-systems were first introduced by Lindenmayer (1968) to model the 
growth and development of filamentous biological organisms, many generaliza- 
tions of the notion of 0L systems have been proposed and investigated. In a 
0L system, in general, a symbol represents he state of a cell, and such a symbol 
is nondeterministically replaced by a string of cells or null string at each rewriting 
step. 
In this paper we propose the notion of stochastic 0L systems and investigate he 
relationship between E0L systems and stochastic 0L systems. 
On the other hand, there are various types of stochastic models concerning 
L-systems. They were independently introduced by Eichhorst (1975), Jiirgensen 
(1975, 1976), and Schiiffler (1976). Among them Jtirgensen (1976) seems to give 
the most general stochastic framework. 
In a stochastic 0L system in our sense, probabilities are attached to the rules 
so that the total sum of their probabilities over the rules whose left-hand sides 
are common is equal to one, and each rule is applied with the probability 
assigned in such a manner. 
In Section 3 we define a measure for a string, called the entropy of a string, 
with respect to a given stochastic 0L system. Roughly speaking, the entropy of a 
string represents he potential ambiguity of it in the system. 
Then we define the class of c-ambiguous stochastic 0L languages as follows: 
a language is a c-ambiguous stochastic 0L language if and only if it is generated 
by a 0L system and contains only strings whose entropies are bounded by some 
constant previously given. It is shown that the class of c-ambiguous stochastic 0L 
languages coincides with the class of E0L languages. This result gives a new 
characterization f E0L languages from the stochastic point of view. 
We assume the reader to be familiar with rudiments of formal language 
theory (see, e.g., Salomaa (1973)) and of L-system theory (see, e.g., Herman and 
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Rozenberg (1975)). In the next section we give some basic definitions and nota- 
tion used in this paper. 
2. BASIC DEF IN IT IONS AND ~OTATION 
In this section we give some basic definitions on L-systems and notation 
used in this paper. We make a start with the definition of E0L system. 
An E0L system is an ordered 4-tuple G = (V, 27, P, w0) , where 
(1) V is a finite alphabet, 
(2) 27 is a finite alphabet (of terminals) such that 2J __C V, 
(3) w o is an element of V + and called the axiom of G, 
(4) P is a finite nonempty set of the form {a --- u [ a ~ V, u ~ V*} satisfying 
the following condition: for each a in V there exists at least one u in V* such 
that a ~ u is in P. 
A 0L system is usually defined as a special case of E0L system as follows. 
Let G = (V, E, P, wo) be an E0L system. Then, G is termed OL system if 
V = Z. In this case we write G as an ordered triple (V, P, %). 
Now we define the language generated by E0L system in the following 
manner. Let G = (V, E, P, Wo) be an E0L system. A binary relation ~ on V* 
is defined as follows: 
for x=a l - . .am,y  in V*, 
x ~ y iff there exist ai --+ u~ (1 ~< Vi ~< m) in P such 
that y = u 1 ..- u~.  
Let ~ be the reflexive, transitive closure of ~ .  A language L is termed 
E0L language i f fL = L(G), for some G = (V, Z', P, w0) , where 
L(G) ={winZ*[w o*~w}. 
We define the class of languages L~°(EOL) as follows: 
~f(EOL) = {L I L is an E0L language}. 
By definkions it is easily seen that the class ~%°(EOL) is an extended class of 
context-free languages. 
In  this paper we use the following notation. For a string w and a symbol b, 
Nb(w) denotes the number of occurrences of symbols b in w. Let H = (K, P, %) 
be a 0L system, then for each b in V, R~ means the set of labels of the rules 
having b on the left-hand side. Label (P) means the set of labels of elements in 
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P. Further, for w = a 1 "-" a~,, in V*, Aw means a subset of Label (P)* defined 
as follows: 
A w = {~ = 7r 1 ".- zr,~ I ~r~: a,: --+ ui in P, 1 ~ Vi ~< m). 
For a set F, #F  denotes the eardinality of F. For a string w, lg(w) denotes the 
length of w. Finally, N denotes the set of nonnegative integers. 
3. STOCHASTIC 0L SYSTEMS AND E0L LANGUAGES 
Now we introduce the basic notion of stochastic 0L system and prove that 
the class of c-ambiguous tochastic 0L languages is exactly the class of E0L 
languages. 
DEFImTION 1. A quadruple S = (V, P, w 0 , p) is termed stochastic OL 
system (abb. K0L 1 system) if 
(1) H ~ (V, P, w0) is a 0L system, and 
(2) p is a mapping from Label (P) to (0, 1] satisfying the following condi- 
tion: for each a in V, ~r in R~, 
p(~) > 0 and y~ p(~) = 1. 
~r ~ R a 
H is called the support of S. Further, S is uniformly stochastic iff for each a in V, 
every ~- in R~ is equally assigned, i.e., p(*r) = 1/#R~. We abbreviate uniformly 
stochastic 0L system as u-KOL system. 
In order to get our result we need some definitions. The following function 
E~ which depends on a given K0L system S plays an important role in this 
paper. 
DEFINITION 2. Let S = (V, P, wo, p) be a K0L  system. Then, E~ is defined 
as follows: for any w in V*, 
E.(w) = - -  ~ p(a) log2 p6x), E~(A) ----- 0, 
~ A w 
where p(~)  = p(~r)p(~) for ~ in Label (P)*, ~r in Label (P). Es(w) is termed the 
entropy of w with respect to S. 
DEFINITION 3. 
Let S - -  (V, P, w0, p) be a K0L system and H be its support, and let f(x) 
be a real-valued function. 
1 From the Japanese word "kakuritsuteki," meaning stochastic, since the abbreviation 
"S" has already used in other senses in some literature. 
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(i) We define 
L(S, f )  = {w in V* I w0 *~ w and Es(w) <~ f0g(w))}. 
L(S, f )  is called the K0L  language realized by a pair (S, f ) .  Further, a language 
L is said to be f-ambiguous to S iff L = L(S, f )  holds. We can define classes of 
languages as follows: 
~( f - type)  = {L I L: f -ambiguous to some K0L  system S} 
~°~(f-type) = {LIL :  f -ambiguous to some u-KOL system S}. 
(ii) For each a in V, d(a), which is defined as ¢¢Ra, is called the degree ofa. 
We first prove the next lemma. 
LEMMA 1. There is an algorithm which for any E0L system G produces an 
E0L system G' = (V', Z', P', So) such that (1) for each a in Z', d(a) = 1, and 
for each a in V' --  Z', d(a) >~ 2, and (2) L(G) = L(G') holds. 
Proof. Let G = (V, Z, P, Wo) be an E0L system. We need some pre- 
l iminaries. For any symbol a in V, let ~ be a symbol not in V such that if a v ~ b, 
then g =/: 6. Further,  letz~ = {a I a E Z}. For any u in V*, we define gas  follows: 
if u = h, then g = ~, and if u = a 1 -" am, then u = b 1 "" b~,  where 
b/ = ~/ (if a / i s  in Z)  
= a/ (otherwise). 
Let G' be an E0L system (V', Z', P', So), where 
V' -= V k) 2 u {So, F} (new symbols), Z '  ~ Z, 
P' = {a--~ ~, a -+u la in  V - -  Z and a-+ u in P} 
k) (~--~ u, a -~ u I a in Zand a--~ u in P} 
U {S O ~ wo, So --~ Wo} k3 {a ~ F I a in Z} 
k) { F--~ F, F -~ FF} to P" (conditionally constructed), 
where 
P" = {a --~ F ] if there is a in V - -  Z such that d(a) = 1, 
a~ u in P, and u = g} 
k3 {g--~ F [ if there is a in Z such that d(a) = 1, 
a --~ u in P, and u = g} 
t3 {S o - -~F I if w o - -  ~0}. 
It is easily seen that for all a in Z', d(a) ~--- 1, and for all a in V' -- X', d(a) ~ 2, 
and L(G) ~ k(O'). 
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Now in this paper we consider the following four classes of languages. 
DEFINITION 4. Four classes of languages are defined as follows: 
I L :  c-ambiguous to some K0L system ~q~(CON) 
for some nonnegative constant e 
~q~(ZERO) = {L [L : 0-ambiguous to some K0L system S}. 
Similarly, ~(CON)  and ~(ZERO)  are defined in the way which is specified in 
(i) of Definition 3. 
LEIVIMA 2. For any EOL system G, there esists a u-KOL system S such that 
L(G) = L(S, O) holds. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, let G' = (V', X', P' ,  S') be the E0L system such that 
(1) for all a in 27', d(a) = 1 and for all a in V' -- Z', d(a) ~ 2, and (2) L(G) = 
L(G') holds. Consider a u-KOL system S = (V', P', S', p). It  suffices to show 
that Es(w )=0 if and only if w is in Z'*.  Let V'={a 1,...,ak} and 2 J '=  
{a 1 ,..., a~}, then Vs = (log d(al) ..... log d(ak)) r ~- (0,..., 0, vr+ 1 ,..., v~) r, where 
vi >~ 1 (r q- 1 <~ Vi ~ k). Let ~b be the Parikh mapping over V. Since S is 
uniformly stochastic, it is easily seen that 
E~(w) =0 iff ~(w) V~=O,  
iff Na~+l(w) Vf+ 1 -~""  @- Nala(W) V k = O, 
iff (for i = r + 1 ..... h) Na,(w) = O, 
iff w is in 27'*. 
Let H be the support of S, then we obtain 
L(a)  = L (G ' )  = L(H) n Z'* = L(S, 0). 
Thus, it was shown that the class of E0L languages i  included in the class of 
0-ambiguous languages to uniformly stochastic 0L systems. We shall prove the 
converse inclusion. In fact we can prove a stronger esult that for a constant 
c ~> 0 and a K0L  system S, the K0L  language realized by (S, e) is in the class 
of E0L languages. 
For that purpose we need another lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let A -~ {al . . . . .  ar} be a sub-alphabet of V ~ {al,..., at, ar+l ,..., 
a~}, and let ~b be the Parikh mapping over V. Further, let u be an r-dimensional 
row vector in N ~. Then, L(u) = {w ~ V* I [¢(w)]~ = u} is regular, where [¢(w)],~ = 
(Nal(w) ..... N%(w)) (i.e., r-dimensional row vector obtained from the first r compo- 
nents of ¢(w).). 
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The proof is easy and omitted here. 
We are now in a position to get our main resuk. 
THEOREM. The following equalities hold: 
~-q~(EOL) = ~(ZERO)  = ~(ZERO) = ~(CON)  = ~(CON).  
Proof. By Lemma 2 the inclusion ~q~(EOL)C ~CP~(ZERO) holds. Further, 
from definitions, the inclusions .CP~(ZERO) C.CP(ZERO)_C~(CON) and 
Lz°~(ZERO) _C_C ~q~(CON)_C ~q°(CON) follow immediately. Hence, we have only 
to prove that ~q~(CON) _C ~(EOL) holds. 
For a given constant c (/>0) and K0L system S = (V, P, w0, p), let Ls(c) = 
{w E V* ] Es(w) ~ c}. Then, from the property of the entropy function E8, 
m 
for w == b 1 --" b~ in L~(e), E~(w) = Y.i=l E~(bi) ~ c. Note that for any a in V 
if d(a) = 1, then E/a)  = O, else E/a) > O. 
Let A = {a ~ V [ d(a) >/2} = {al,..., at} and V = {a 1 ..... a,. , ar+l ,..., a~}. 
Further, let 
and ~ be the Parikh mapping over V. Clearly N(c) is finite. Then, 
Ls(c) = U {we V* I[~b(w)lz =u} 
u~N(e) 
= ~ L(u) (see Lemma 3). 
u~N(c) 
Hence, by Lemma 3, Ls(c) is regular. Since ~(EOL) is closed under intersection 
with regular set, let H be the support of S, then we have 
L(S, c) = L(H) n L/c)  is in £f(EOL). 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
As is well known, L-systems were originally proposed as mathematical models 
to describe the behaviors of the growth and development in biological organisms. 
It is natural that a stochastic aspect is introduced into L-systems, because in 
nature there exist many phenomena which may be taken as the stochastic 
process. 
In this paper we have proposed the notion of stochastic 0L system and 
investigated its relation to E0L systems. We have obtained the following. 
The class of E0L languages coincides with the class of c-ambiguous stochastic 
0L languages. This result provides us with a new approach to the study of E0L 
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systems. That is, the Theorem we have obtained tells us that if we consider that 
the entropy of a string defined here means the degree of potential ambiguity 
concerning the string in the system, then an E0L language may be taken as the 
set of strings which is generated by some 0L system and contains only strings 
with finitely bounded potential ambiguity to any 0L system. 
On the other hand, Herman and Walker (1974)proposed the notion of adult 
languages in 0L systems and showed that the class of adult languages is equal 
to the class of context-free languages. The notion of adultness of strings is a 
stronger constraint on the set of strings than that of finitely bounded ambiguity 
of strings introduced here. Hence, our characterization f E0L languages is a 
corresponding result to that of context-free languages mentioned above. 
Furthermore, it might be said that our result gives additional biological 
justification for investigating E0L systems and languages. 
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